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ABSTRACT: Step-by-step polymer film buildup processes
lead to polymer coatings, e.g., polyelectrolyte multilayers, of
various structures ranging from continuous smooth films to
droplet like discontinuous coatings. Yet, the origin of these
different behaviors depending upon the system is not yet
known. This study is a first attempt to rationalize the evolution
of the coating structure as a function of the strength of the
interactions between the polymers constituting the film. We
investigated the influence of the strength of noncovalent host−
guest interactions between cyclodextrin (CD) and pyrene
(Py), ferrocene (Fc) or adamantane (Ad) on the structure of
neutral poly(N-hydroxypropylmethacrylamide) (PHPMA)
multilayers films formed in a step-by-step manner. In solution,
the strength of the inclusion complex (measured by log K where K is the complex association constant) is increasing in the order
Py/β-CD < Fc/β-CD < Ad/β-CD and can be further varied in the presence of different sodium salts at different ionic strengths.
Depending upon this strength, the buildup process is limited to the formation of isolated aggregates for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-
Py, leading to smooth continuous films for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc and to droplet-like films, not entirely covering the
substrate, for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad. To study the influence of the strength of the host−guest interactions on the film
topography, PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc films were built in the presence of different sodium salts at different ionic strengths. For
low host−guest interactions, only isolated aggregates are formed on the substrate. As the strength of the host−guest interactions
increases (increase of log K), the formed films go through a droplet-like structure, before becoming continuous but rough for
stronger interactions. When the interaction strength is further increased, the roughness of the films decreases, leading to a
smooth continuous film before becoming rough again at still higher interaction strength. Smooth continuous multilayers seem
thus to be obtained for an optimal range of the interaction strength.

■ INTRODUCTION

Step-by-step film buildup processes constitute a very general
way to functionalize surfaces.1,2 Multilayer films are obtained by
alternating adsorption of two types of interacting species on
inorganic3−5 or organic6,7 substrates. Deposition of polymer
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layers through electrostatic interactions8−10 is the most
prominent example of these types of coatings. Such multilayer
films have become extremely popular because it is often
believed that step-by-step deposition of polymers leads to a thin
coating covering the whole substrate with a nicely stratified
structure. Such stratification has been proven for several
polyelectrolyte systems, rendering them very appealing for
multifunctionalization.1,11−13 Yet, full coverage of the substrate
is not systematically obtained. Grain- or island-like top-
ographies are often encountered during the multilayer buildup.
In 2001, Picart et al. showed that the step-by-step deposition of
hyaluronic acid (HA) and poly(L-lysine) (PLL) leads to the
formation of islands on silica surfaces during the initial
deposition steps.14,15 As the number of deposition steps
increases, these islands merge and form a gel-like film whose
thickness increases exponentially with the number of deposition
steps. Similarly poly(vinyl sulfate)/poly(allylamine hydro-
chloride) (PAH) gives rise to a grainy structure during the
initial deposition steps.4 Other systems of polymers lead to the
formation of islands or grains beyond the early deposition steps.
Cini et al. found that poly(sodium phosphate)/PAH leads to an
island-like deposit on silicon wafers up to at least 150
deposition steps.16 Despite its crucial importance for the entire
subsequent multilayer film, only few studies have tried to
explain the topography observed (grain- or island-like, droplets,
gel-like, etc.) during the initial deposition steps. A recent study
by Guillaume-Gentil et al. has focused on this aspect comparing
a weakly interacting polyelectrolyte couple (HA/PLL) and a
strongly interacting polyelectrolyte couple (polystyrene sulfo-
nate (PSS)/PAH). After a given number of deposition steps, a
HA/PLL multilayer can be either a continuous film or an
assembly of droplets, depending on the nature of the
substrate.17 In the case of the PSS/PAH system, a continuous
film is obtained independently of the type of the substrate.
Comparing their results to recent simulations, Guillaume-
Gentil et al. proposed an explanation based on the dielectric

constant of the substrate, which directly affects the strength of
the interactions between the polyelectrolytes and the substrate.
According to these simulations, the strength of the monomer−
monomer interactions strongly influences the topography of
the polyelectrolyte multilayer films.18−20 Complexation pro-
cesses between polycations and polyanions can induce a
dewetting of the polyelectrolytes from the substrate. For weakly
interacting monomers, this dewetting induced the formation of
small complexes on the surface leading to droplet or island
morphologies.
Multilayer films based on polymers interacting through

supramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding,21−23

ligand−receptor24 or host−guest interactions25−28 are also
widely reported. In particular, the use of β-cyclodextrins (β-
CD) is an attractive approach because this natural 7-membered
sugar ring is cheap, readily available, and is an effective host for
several hydrophobic guests. Suzuki et al. showed that
electrostatic repulsions between PAH chains can be overcome
through host−guest interactions between ferrocene (Fc)
moieties grafted on the PAH chains and β-CD homobifunc-
tionalized molecules.25 Huskens and co-workers developed
layer-by-layer (LbL) assemblies of adamantane (Ad)-function-
alized dendrimers and β-CD-functionalized gold nanoparticles,
obtaining well-defined thin multilayer films.29 Using nano-
imprint lithography30,31 or transfer printing,32,33 they created
3D supramolecular assemblies with controlled size and
geometry. Van der Heyden et al. showed that chitosan chains
onto which were grafted β-CD and Ad moieties, respectively,
can be alternately deposited on a gold surface covered with Ad-
functionalized self-assembly monolayers. Yet, the film buildup
seems to stop after the third deposition step.26 Fc- and β-CD-
modified PAH were reported to form multilayer films and
capsules at least until 8 bilayers.27The alternated incubation of
the substrate in PAH-CD aqueous and PAH-Fc methanol
solution allowed decreasing both the charge repulsion and the
polymer dissolution during the film formation. More recently,

Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of PHPMA-Ad, PHPMA-Fc, PHPMA-Py, PHPMA-CD, and PAH-CD
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Dubacheva et al. succeeded in an unlimited host−guest
multilayer film buildup in aqueous solution by using alternately
neutral poly(N-hydroxypropylmethacrylamide) (PHPMA)
chains respectively bearing β-CD (PHPMA-CD) and Fc
(PHPMA-Fc) moieties.28 Yet, none of these studies focused
on the topography of the formed film. It is well-known that the
association constant of β-CD/Ad, β-CD/Fc and β-CD/pyrene
(Py) complexes is decreasing in this order.34 Several studies
pointed out that the stability and the association constant of β-
CD/Ad35 and β-CD/hydrophobic molecules36−39 complexes
can be modulated by cosolutes such as salts. Thus, host−guest
interactions offer a good opportunity to investigate the
influence of the interaction strength between the two polymers
on the structure of the resulting step-by-step film.
Here, we investigate the buildup and the topography of

PHPMA films formed step-by-step by the deposition of
PHPMA bearing β-CD hosts and hydrophobic guests (G),
i.e., Ad, Fc and Py. Depending upon the strength of the
inclusion complex, the buildup process is limited for PHPMA-
CD/PHPMA-Py, leading to the formation of a continuous film
for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc and of isolated islands, which do
not cover the whole substrate, for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad.
The β-CD/Fc complex association constant can be tuned by
the presence of different types and concentrations of salts, as
can be shown by isothermal titration microcalorimetry. Thus,
the influence of the inclusion complex strength was studied by
building up PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc films in the presence of
different sodium salts at different ionic strengths.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals. Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) bearing 8% β-CD

moieties (named PAH-CD) and poly(N-hydroxypropylmethacryla-
mide) derivatives bearing 5% guest moieties (G = Ad, Fc or Py) and
host moieties β-CD were synthesized as described in the Supporting
Information (SI). The PHPMA derivatives were named PHPMA-G
(i.e., PHPMA-Fc, PHPMA-Py or PHPMA-Ad) and PHPMA-CD,
respectively. These functionalized neutral polymers are represented in
Scheme 1. All these PHPMA polymers were prepared by chemical
modification of a PHPMA-N3 precursor having the following
molecular features: Mn = 34040 g/mol and Mw = 92640 g/mol. The
length of the ethylene glycol spacer between the pyrene group and the
PHPMA backbone is not similar to that of the other PHPMA
derivatives. It was necessary to use a functionalized Py with six
ethylene glycol groups to get a PHPMA-Py sufficiently soluble in water
for our study. The preparation and characterization of PHPMA-G and
PHPMA-CD are given in the SI.
Sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4), sodium

perchlorate (NaClO4), sodium thiocyanate (NaSCN), β-CD, and
1,1′-ferrocenedimethanol (Fc(MeOH)2) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Sodium fluoride (NaF) was purchased from Merck, and
adamantane-1-carboxylic acid (Ad-COOH) was obtained from Alfa
Aesar. All chemicals were used as received. Buffer solutions were
prepared at 10 mM HEPES with ultra pure water (Milli-Q Plus
system, Millipore, Billerica, MA) with added sodium salts at different
ionic strengths. All polymer solutions were prepared at a concentration
of 0.1 mg/mL with HEPES buffer solution containing a sodium salt at
different ionic strengths. HEPES buffer and polymer solutions were
adjusted at pH 7.4 using a 0.1 M NaOH solution.
Film Buildup. The PHPMA-G/PHPMA-CD film buildup was

performed using polymer solutions and HEPES buffer solution
containing the same added sodium salt at the same fixed ionic
strength. In order to obtain an anchoring layer, the substrate was first
put in contact with a PAH-CD solution for 5 min followed by a rinsing
step of 5 min with HEPES buffer solution. PAH-CD is electrostatically
adsorbed on the substrate and so allows immobilizing β-CD moieties.
The PHPMA-G/PHPMA-CD LbL assembly was performed by

alternately exposing the substrate for 5 min to PHPMA-G and
PHPMA-CD solutions. An intermediate rinsing step after each
polymer deposition was done with HEPES buffer solution for 5
min. The temperature was fixed at 22 °C during all the experiments.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Monitored Dissipation
(QCM-D) Measurements. All experiments were performed using
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (Q-Sense E4
system equipped with four flow chambers from Q-Sense, Sweden).
Monitoring the resonance behavior of piezoelectric oscillators allows
measuring the mass adsorbed at the surface of the oscillator in real
time. Gold-coated crystals with 5 MHz (ν = 1) resonance frequency
were used. The third, fifth, and seventh harmonics (ν = 3, 5 and 7) at
15, 25, and 35 MHz were also recorded to have a better stability and a
higher sensitivity than obtained with the fundamental resonance
frequency.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Measurements. AFM images
were obtained in contact mode in liquid conditions with Nanoscope
IV from Veeco (Santa Barbara, CA). The samples were kept under
liquid (Milli-Q water) for all experiments. The images were carried out
with silicon nitride cantilevers, spring constant 0.03 N/m (model
MSCT-AUHW, Veeco, CA). Deflection and height mode images were
scanned simultaneously at a fixed scan rate (2 Hz) with a resolution of
512 × 512 pixels. The film buildup was made on a gold-coated crystal,
and the film thickness was measured by using the “scratch” method.
The scratches were achieved with a plastic cone tip and were always
imaged perpendicular to the fast scan axis. Profilometric section
analysis of a scratched film allowed us to precisely determine the
thickness of the film over the scanned area. The film thickness, i.e., the
z distance between the bare substrate and the surface of the film, is
considered as the minimal film thickness covering all the substrate.
The mean thickness of the scratched film was determined by
measuring the thickness at least on three areas. The film roughness
is the root mean square (RMS) given by the AFM software on 15 × 15
μm2 images. Data evaluations were performed with the NanoScope
software version 5.31r1 (Digital Instruments, Veeco).

Isothermal Titration Microcalorimetry (ITC) Measurements.
The “heat of reaction” between β-CD and Fc(MeOH)2 (respectively
Ad-COOH) was measured at 25 °C by means of isothermal titration
microcalorimetry (Nano Isothermal Titration Calorimeter, TA
Instruments, New Castle, USA). This microcalorimeter is fitted with
two thermostated cells with a volume of 1 mL: a reference cell
containing Milli-Q water, and a sample cell containing the
Fc(MeOH)2 (or Ad-COOH) solution to be titrated. All solutions
were degassed 30 min under vacuum before use. The titration cell was
regulated at 25 °C. A typical experiment involved 20 sequential 12.29
μL injections of the β-CD solution (8.8 mM) into the ITC cell
containing the Fc(MeOH)2 (or Ad-COOH) solution (1.2 mM). The
concentrations were chosen so that the “mixing molar ratio” between
β-CD and the hydrophobic molecules is equal to 2 at the end of the
titration. The injections were made by an automated microsyringe
(250 μL) ended with a propeller, which stirred the solution at 250
rpm. Two consecutive injections were separated by a resting period of
400 s to allow the microcalorimeter trace to come back to a baseline
corresponding to the absence of any heat flow between the sample cell,
in which host−guest interactions took place, and the reference cell,
filled with Milli-Q water. For each sodium salt and each salt
concentration, the dilution heats were determined by injecting β-
CD, Fc(MeOH)2, and Ad-COOH solutions into HEPES buffer
solution. The binding enthalpy was obtained by subtracting the
integrated heat measured during the injection of β-CD in Fc(MeOH)2
(respectively Ad-COOH) from the dilution heat of β-CD in HEPES,
measured at the same salt concentration and pH value. Finally, the
resulting “heat of reaction” was divided by the provided number of β-
CD moles. The first injection was not taken into account in the data
analysis. The peak integration was performed with Origin 7.5 after
establishment of a linear baseline over 50 points, taken in the time
intervals between consecutive β-CD injections, over the points where
the heat flow reached a steady value. In order to obtain the association
constant of the complex, the measured heat data were processed
assuming the formation of a complex 1:1.40 Two independent
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experiments were done, and the reproducibility was on the order of
10%.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Association Constant of the β-CD/Guest Complexes.

Before the study of the buildup of PHPMA-CD and PHPMA-G
multilayer films with different guests, we first determined the
association constant of the β-CD/G complexes in solution. It is
well-known that the stability constant of β-CD/Ad, β-CD/Fc,
and β-CD/Py complexes decreases in this order. Ad-COOH
and Fc(MeOH)2 were used for ITC experiments. ITC allows
gaining access to the association constants (K) of β-CD/
Fc(MeOH)2 and β-CD/Ad-COOH, which can be compared to
that of the literature.34 In 10 mM HEPES buffer solutions at pH
7.4 and 25 °C (without additional salt), the constants were
estimated at log K = 4.27 ± 0.02 for β-CD/Ad-COOH and log
K = 3.23 ± 0.04 for β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2. These values are in
good agreement with the values found in the literature for
similar systems: log K = 4.26 for β-CD/Ad-COOH in pure

water at pH 8.5 and 25 °C,41 and log K = 3.33 for β-CD/
ferrocene carboxylate in 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH = 8.6
with 0.1 M NaCl at 25 °C.34 Due to the poor water solubility of
Py, the stability constant of β-CD/Py complex was not
determined in our conditions. This constant is estimated in
the literature at 2.69 in water at 25 °C.42 To confirm the ability
of salt to tune the strength of the host/guest interaction, we
determined the association constant of the β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2
complex in different types of salts varying the ionic strength.
We used four different sodium salts Na2SO4, NaF, NaClO4, and
NaSCN. The results are gathered in Figure 1, where log K is
presented as a function of the ionic strength. The ionic strength
was increased up to 3 M for NaSCN and NaClO4 but limited to
900 mM for NaF and 1 M for Na2SO4 due to the limited
solubility of the respective salts (Table S-1 in the SI) or of β-
CD in the salt. We observed two different trends according to
the salt present in solution. On one hand, by increasing the
ionic strength of NaClO4 and NaSCN concentration from 0 up
to 3 M, the association constant of the β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2
complex decreases from 3.23 down to 2.85 and 2.70,
respectively. The influence of the perchlorate (ClO4

−) and
the thiocyanate (SCN−) anions on the stability constant of β-
CD/Fc(MeOH)2 measured in solution can be rationalized as
follows: both ClO4

−43−45 and SCN−44,46 anions form 1:1
complexes with β-CD (with an association constant of log K =
1.4244 and 0.99,44 respectively) and compete with the
formation of the β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2 complex. Indeed, it has
been proposed that the inside of the CD cavity is composed of
positively polarized carbon atoms leading to the inclusion of
hydrophobic anionic guests47 such as the ClO4

− and SCN−

anions. A similar decrease of the association constant of β-CD/
nabumetone,36 β-CD/phenylbenzothiazole derivatives,38 and β-
CD/3-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid43 complexes has been re-
ported in the presence of ClO4

− anions.
On the other hand, the increase of the Na2SO4 and NaF

ionic strength up to, respectively, 1 and 0.9 M induces an
increase of log K of the β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2 complex value up
to about 3.5 (Figure 1). Similarly, Harries and co-workers
obtained a linear increase of the β-CD/Ad association constant
when increasing the K2SO4 and KF concentration.35 Sulfate

Figure 1. Association constant (log K) of β-CD/Fc(MeOH)2,
measured by ITC, as a function of the ionic strength for NaF (black
circles), Na2SO4 (white circles), NaSCN (black squares), and NaClO4
(white squares). ITC experiments were performed in 10 mM HEPES
buffer at pH 7.4 and 25 °C. The data represents the mean and the
standard deviation of at least two independent experiments. The lines
are there to help guide the eye.

Figure 2. Typical evolution of the normalized frequency shift −Δfν/ν (a) and of the energy dissipation ΔDν (b), measured at 15 MHz (ν = 3) by
QCM-D, as a function of the last deposited layer for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad (black circles), PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc (white circles), and
PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Py (gray circles). Polymer solutions were prepared at 0.1 mg/mL in 10 mM HEPES - 150 mM NaCl buffer at pH 7.4. The
data represents the mean and the standard deviation of three independent experiments. The values of the standard deviation are smaller or similar
size compared to the reported symbol.
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(SO4
2−) and fluoride (F−), strongly hydrated anions, do not

bind to β-CD.43,45 The increase of the association constant is
correlated with the water molecules released from both the β-
CD cavity and Fc(MeOH)2 upon the formation of the complex.
The presence of SO4

2− and F− disturbs the internal structure of
water around the β-CD and its guest, rendering the releasing
step of water easier and thus displacing the equilibrium toward
the complex formation.48 By changing the nature and the

concentration of the anion in solution, the association constant
between β-CD and Fc(MeOH)2 can be modulated. After
checking this effect in the bulk, we investigated the influence of
this interaction strength on the buildup of neutral polymer
multilayers based on cyclodextrin/guest interactions.

Neutral Polymer Multilayer Buildup Based on β-CD/
Guest Interactions. Multilayer assemblies were prepared by
alternating depositions of PHPMA-G (i.e., PHPMA-Ad,

Figure 3. Morphologies and profilometric sections, obtained by AFM in contact mode in the liquid state, of PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Ad/PHPMA-CD)n,
of PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-CD)n at different numbers of deposited bilayers (n), and of PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Py/PHPMA-CD)8.
Profilometric sections are obtained on scratched films. Polymer solutions were prepared at 0.1 mg/mL in 10 mM HEPES/150 mM NaCl buffer
at pH 7.4.
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PHPMA-Fc, or PHPMA-Py) and PHPMA-CD. The PHPMA
backbone being a neutral polymer, the cohesion of the resulting
assemblies is only due to the supramolecular host−guest
interactions that occur between cyclodextrins and adamantane,
ferrocene, or pyrene moieties. Functionalized PHPMA
polymers were prepared in two steps: the synthesis of
PHPMA-N3 (Mw = 34 040 g/mol, Mn = 92 640 g/mol,
polydispersity index (PDI) = 2.72) with a grafting ratio of 5%
and its functionalization by the guest through click-chemistry.
Using the same batch of PHPMA-N3 allows us to obtain
functionalized PHPMA with different guests and β-CD having
roughly the same length of polymer chains and the same
grafting ratio (5%). The chemical structure of all polymers can
be found in Scheme 1, and their preparation is described in the
SI.
The buildup of the multilayer films was followed by QCM-D

(Figure 2). An anchoring layer of polycationic PAH-CD was
first adsorbed. A strong and almost linear evolution of the
normalized frequency shift (−Δfν/ν), measured at 15 MHz, is
observed for both PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad and PHPMA-
CD/PHPMA-Fc systems, reaching roughly 750 and 600 Hz at
the end of the sixth bilayer, respectively (Figure 2a). In
contrast, the PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Py buildup is limited to
one bilayer (40 Hz). The association constant between β-CD
and pyrene ring (log K = 2.69 in water at 25 °C42) is probably
too weak.

After 6 bilayers, the dissipation values reach 150 × 10−6 and
110 × 10−6 for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad and PHPMA-CD/
PHPMA-Fc, respectively. These values are relatively large,
suggesting that the assemblies are highly hydrated, as was
shown in our former study. Indeed, PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc
films were found to have 95% content in water.28 To show that
the buildup is obtained only due to host−guest interactions, we
performed two sets of control experiments: one where only
PHPMA-CD was used and the second one where at least one
of the host or guest functionalized PHPMA was replaced by
PHPMA-N3. We thus followed by QCM the buildup of the
following systems: PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-CD, PHPMA-CD/
PHPMA-N3, PHPMA-N3/PHPMA-Fc and PHPMA-N3/
PHPMA-N3 (Figure S-1 in SI). We notice that no buildup of
films is obtained in all this cases. The host/guest couple is thus
necessary showing that PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc and
PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad buildups are only obtained due to
the host/guest interactions.
In order to determine the topography of PAH-CD-

(PHPMA-G/PHPMA-CD)n based films (with G = Ad, Fc
and Py), AFM images were performed in contact mode and in
liquid state at different numbers of bilayers ranging from 5 up
to 22 bilayers. The films were scratched to determine their
thicknesses by a profilometric section (Figure 3). The film
thickness, i.e. the z distance between the bare substrate and the
surface of the film, is considered as the minimal film thickness
completely covering the substrate. Although similar QCM-D
signal evolutions were observed along the buildup of PHPMA-
CD/PHPMA-Ad and PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc films, the
topography evolutions are not similar. On one hand, the
PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad system leads to extremely rough
films mainly constituted of droplets that grow in number and in
size with the number of deposition steps (Figure 3, first row).
On the other hand, the PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc system forms
fairly flat and smooth films whose thickness increases with the
number of deposition steps (Figure 3, second row).
Concerning the PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Py system, only few
and isolated aggregates are visible on the substrate showing
almost no adsorbed polymer (Figure 3, third row). After 22
deposited bilayers, PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc films reach a
thickness of about 300 nm with a roughness of 21 nm when a

Table 1. Evolution of the Thicknesses and the Roughnesses
of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad and PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc
Based Films (AFM Data Extracted from Figure 3) Allowing
the Denomination of the Topography of the Films

n
dAFM
(nm)

RMS
roughness
(nm)

film
topography

PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Ad/
PHPMA-CD)n

5 11 6 rough
continuous

8 13 11 droplet-like
22 20 26

PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Fc/
PHPMA-CD)n

5 31 6 smooth
continuous11 136 13

22 337 21

Figure 4. Evolution of (a) the normalized frequency shift -Δfν/ν and (b) the dissipation factor ΔDν, measured at 15 MHz (ν = 3) by QCM, as a
function of the sequence of adsorbed polymer layers during the buildup of PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-CD)7 in 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4
without added salt (gray circles) and with NaF (black circles), Na2SO4 (white circles), NaSCN (black squares), and NaClO4 (white squares) at the
ionic strength of 150 mM.
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PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad film has a thickness of 20 nm, with
the largest extension of its islands of about 50 nm (Figure 3 and
Table 1). The roughness of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad films is
similar to or higher than the thickness (Table 1), as it is shown
in the profilometric section (Figure 3, first row).
All the results reported above were obtained with a polymer

concentration of 0.10 mg/mL. To favor the buildup of the

films, we investigated the effect of the polymer concentration;
two polymer concentrations were further used: 0.05 and 0.50
mg/mL. Figure S-2 in the SI shows the topography and the
profilometric section of the PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-
CD)n and PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Ad/PHPMA-CD)n films built at
polymer concentrations of 0.05 and 0.10 mg/mL up to n = 22
bilayers and built at a polymer concentration of 0.50 mg/mL up

Figure 5. 3D AFM images and profilometric sections, obtained by AFM in contact mode in liquid environment, of a scratched PAH-CD-(PHPMA-
Fc/PHPMA-CD)7 film built in a 10 mM HEPES buffer solution at pH 7.4 in the presence of Na2SO4 and NaSCN at different ionic strengths.
Polymer solutions were prepared at 0.1 mg/mL.
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to n = 11 bilayers. The topography of these films does not
depend on the concentration of the polymer solutions used
during the buildup process (Figure S-2 in the SI). However,
higher polymer concentrations result in larger islands in the
case of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad and thicker films in the case
of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc (Table S-1 in the SI). Based on
these results, three types of film topography can be defined:
smooth continuous films when the film roughness is below 20%
of the film thickness, rough continuous films when the film
roughness is above 20% of the film thickness, and island-like
films when the film thickness is below the film roughness.
PHPMA-Ad, PHPMA-Fc, and PHPMA-Py have the same
length of polymer chains and the same grafting ratio in
hydrophobic groups along the polymer backbone (5%). The
differences in film topography and buildup can only be
attributed to the host−guest interaction strength between Ad,
Fc, or Py groups and β-CD. The association constant of Ad and
β-CD being one of the highest reported in the literature, we will
qualify the strength of the interaction between PHPMA-Ad and
PHPMA-CD as “strong”. According to the AFM images,
whatever the polymer concentration, strong interactions
between neutral polymers through host−guest association
lead to a rough continuous film or an island-like film, whereas,
regardless of the number of bilayers or of the concentration of
the polymers used, intermediate strength interactions (involv-
ing Fc groups) lead to a smooth continuous film. Too weak
interactions (involving Py derivatives) no longer allow film
construction but rather the formation of isolated aggregates.
Influence of the Host−Guest Affinity on Neutral

Polymer Multilayer Buildup. First, using ITC, we showed
that the interaction of β-CD with Fc(MeOH)2 can be
modulated by changing the nature and the concentration of
anions. Then, we observed that PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad
multilayers are droplet-like, whereas PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc
ones are rather smooth. Based on this observation, our idea was

to modulate the affinity of the β-CD interaction with Fc by
varying the nature of the sodium salt anions and their
concentration in the PHPMA solutions used to build PAH-
CD-(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-CD)n films. The polymer concen-
tration was fixed at 0.1 mg/mL. First, the film buildup was
performed in 10 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4 and at an ionic
strength of 150 mM using different sodium salts, namely NaF,
Na2SO4, NaSCN, and NaClO4 (Figure 4). It appears that the
normalized frequency shifts measured by QCM-D correspond-
ing to F− and SO4

2− are significantly higher than those
corresponding to films constructed in the presence of SCN−

and ClO4
− as the anions of the supporting electrolyte. Without

added salt, the buildup of the film is close to the one obtained
in the presence of F− and SO4

2−. The QCM measurements
confirm that the buildup of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc films can
be modulated by the choice of the supporting electrolyte anion.
Furthermore, the topography and the thickness of PAH-CD-

(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-CD)7 films were determined by AFM
when built in the different types of salts at different ionic
strengths. In the absence of salt, the buildup process leads to a
smooth continuous film with a thickness of 116 nm and a
roughness of 9 nm (Figure S-3 in the SI).
By increasing the concentration of Na2SO4 (or NaF),

corresponding to an increase of the β-CD/Fc interaction
strength (Figure 1), smooth and continuous films are formed
until 800 mM (Figure 5 and Figure S-4 in the SI). A decrease of
the film thickness is observed keeping almost the same
roughness (Table S-3 in the SI). By increasing the
concentration of NaSCN (or NaClO4), corresponding to a
decrease in the β-CD/Fc interaction strength (Figure 1), the
film buildup becomes less and less effective, leading to a smaller
film thickness (Figure 5 and Figure S-4 in the SI) and a higher
roughness (Table S-3 in the SI). The film topography changes
from a smooth continuous film toward a droplet-like film.
The roughness to thickness ratio of PAH-CD-(PHPMA-Fc/

PHPMA-CD)7 films as a function of the ionic strength for the
four studied salts is represented in Figure 6. By strengthening
the host−guest interaction, the topography of the PHPMA-
CD/PHPMA-Fc films changes from smooth and continuous to
droplet-like. Whereas for the weakest host−guest interactions
(log K = 2.7 at 3 M NaSCN), no PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc
film buildup is obtained. This was also found for PHPMA-CD/
PHPMA-Py buildup where log K = 2.69 for β-CD/Py in water.
This is represented schematically in Scheme 2. These results
seem to confirm that the strength of the interaction between
the two polymers constituting the film strongly influences the
film buildup. Intermediate interaction strength seems to be
required to form continuous films whereas if too low, the
interaction strength limits the film buildup.

■ CONCLUSION

We investigated the influence of the strength of noncovalent
host−guest interactions between CD and Py, Fc, and Ad on the

Figure 6. Evolution of the roughness to thickness ratio of a PAH-CD-
(PHPMA-Fc/PHPMA-β-CD)7 film as a function of NaF (black
circles), Na2SO4 (white circles), NaSCN (black squares), and NaClO4
(white squares) ionic strength. The film was built in 10 mM HEPES at
pH 7.4 with a polymer concentration of 0.1 mg/mL.

Scheme 2. Schematic Representation of the Influence of the Ionic Strength on the Topography of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Fc
Multilayers, via the Tuning of the β-CD/Fc Association Constant
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structure of PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Py, PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-
Fc, and PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad films formed in a step-by-
step manner. In solution, the strength of the inclusion complex
increases in the order Py/β-CD < Fc/β-CD < Ad/β-CD.
Depending upon this strength, the buildup process is limited to
the formation of isolated aggregates for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-
Py, leads to smooth continuous films for PHPMA-CD/
PHPMA-Fc, and to droplet-like films, which do not entirely
cover the substrate, for PHPMA-CD/PHPMA-Ad. To study in
a systematic way the influence of the strength of the host−guest
interactions on the topography of the films, PHPMA-CD/
PHPMA-Fc films were built in the presence of different sodium
salts at different ionic strengths. For weak host−guest
interactions, only isolated aggregates are formed on the
substrate. As the interaction strength of the host−guest
interactions increases (increase of log K), the formed films go
through a droplet-like structure, before becoming continuous
but rough for stronger interactions. When the interaction is
further increased, the films become smooth before becoming
rough again at still higher interaction strength. Further studies
are needed to verify whether these conclusions apply to other
step-by-step constructed polymer films. Moreover, the
interactions between the polymers and the substrate should
be taken into account to get a general picture of the initial steps
of LbL polymer film constructions. Nevertheless, this study
constitutes, to our knowledge, the first attempt to rationalize
the comprehension of the initial steps of a polymer multilayer
buildup as a function of the polymer interaction strength. This
study should also trigger new studies on polyelectrolyte
multilayers.
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